Materials needed:

+
Creative Community Connections

Llama Weaving Kit










Square piece of cardboard 5.5 inches
Warp Yarn: 40 inches long
Weft Yarn: 24 inches each of 3 colours
Red Necklace Yarn: 18 inches
Llama Hairdo Yarn: 24 inches
Marker or pen for outlines
pencil crayon or crayon for colouring
Optional Pompom Blanket Fringe 2 inches

1. Use the template included to draw or trace your llama on the cardboard and cut as instructed
2. Draw a little llama face : remember to keep it low on the head so the hair doesn’t cover it up. You may want to add a little pink to the
muzzle and cheeks, and add some fur texture marks on the llama body.
3. Wrap the WARP Yarn vertically through the slots at the top to the bottom of the llamas middle. (* 5 warp wraps) Start with an yarn tail
of 3” for ties or taping) Knot the extra warp yarn off on the back of the llama or tape it down.
4. Weave your pompom fringe Under and Over each of the WARP lines and tuck it snuggly to the bottom WARP.
5. Begin the UNDER | OVER | UNDER | OVER weaving of the WEFT through the WARP lines with the first yarn colour. Continue with
each colour, adjusting the weave snuggly as needed. Tuck ends under the llama blanket weave.
6. Loop the Tan Llama Hairdo Yarn to your liking of length through the holes at the head & tail and “poof” it up.
7. Wrap the red yarn around the neck. Your llama is ready to hang or place on a shelf. Why not make a herd!

Llama Face | Texture | WARP & Fringe | Back of WARP | WEFT & Weave detail | Loopy Hair & Necklace

Step 1. Cut along the dotted outside line
Step 2. Cut slits at the 5 lines marked on the
top and bottom * for WARP yarn *
Step 3. Punch holes on forehead and tail

